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Early bird tickets for San Francisco and San Jose End Oct 31st
San Jose (#WOWSJ) happens Thursday, March 22, 2108. Early Bird tickets are available here.
San Francisco (#WOWSF) happens Saturday, March 24, 2018. Early Bird Tickets are available here.

Atlanta Update
Atlanta VIP sold out. Click here for General Admission:
We are introducing Dram Club for Atlanta. Perks for Dram Club includes a members only party with
unique whisky experiences. Click here to join the Atlanta Dram Club.
Lets talk about it!
Be sure to use the hashtags when talking about the all the WOW shows on social media!

Masterclasses in Atlanta
Once you purchase your ticket for Whiskies of the World in Atlanta you will be given instructions for how to sign up for
your masterclass. If you have already purchased your ticket, you will receive an email with instructions.

Kyle McHugh Masterclass

IT’S FLAVOR THAT MATTERS: BLIND TASTING WITHOUT BIAS

So many things affect our choices when it comes to which whisky to enjoy – marketing, reviews, package
style, word-of-mouth, etc. In the end, the true arbiter of that choice should be the flavor of the liquid in the
bottle, and the effect it has on your individual palate. In this class, we will strip away all the pretense and
blind taste six different whiskies. At the end, we’ll reveal each liquid and its unique story to discover which
was truly your favorite – sans preconception!
Kyle McHugh is the Director of Brand Advocacy for the new craft spirits collective Samson & Surrey. Kyle started his
career bartending in Washington, DC in 1998. Over the next
decade, he worked nearly every position possible in bars and restaurants across the country, including Washington, Los
Angeles, and Chicago. In 2007, Kyle formed his beverage consulting, education and events company “The
Boozehound”, and from 2008 - 2010, he opened and operated drink boutique Drinks Over Dearborn. During this time, he
also served as a professor of wine and beverage at Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary Arts in Chicago, an instructor for
Master Mixologist Bridget Albert’s Academy of Spirits and Fine Service, as well as for the Advanced Mixology and
Culinary Academy. Kyle was named a Diageo Master of Whisky in the fall of 2011, where he toured the country hosting
interactive tasting events and seminars. In 2015, Kyle earned his General Certificate in Distillation from the Institute of
Brewing and Distilling based in London, England.

Robin Robinson Masterclass
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The Story of Whisk(e)y: 45 minutes of bad stand-up comedy punctuated with drinking

In this hybrid one-man show and whiskey tasting, whiskey educator and consultant Robin Robinson takes
us through the entire story of whisky in one rapid fire, crazy narrative that brings in the history of
distillation, invading armies, monks and alchemists, farmers and taxmen, Scottish lords and Appalachian
hillbillies. From grains to glasses, Ireland to Canada to Japan and India, whisky is more than the sum of
its parts and Robinson dares you to come along for the ride of your life.
Robin Robinson is an independent consultant to the spirits industry, with a focus on providing small
independent brands sales, marketing and activation expertise; as well as a knowledge trainer for
wholesale sales organizations. A life-long whisky aficionado going back decades, Robin was previously
the US Brand Manager and Ambassador for the boutique blender Compass Box Whisky, helping that
brand achieve sales growth to increase its identification and market share in the US. Robin started his
career in show business in stand-up comedy, improvisational acting and legitimate theatre, with stage,
film, TV and radio credits in his background. For the past 7 years, Robin created and teaches the popular
“Whiskey Smackdown” series of classes at New York’s renown Astor Center, a fast-paced, entertaining
and knowledge-filled 2 hours.

Raj Sabharwal Masterclass
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Taste the World of Whisky

Raj Sabharwal is a whisky entrepreneur and co-founder of Glass Revolu on. He will lead you in a blind tas ng of
world whiskies. You will test yourself on your nose and palate, trying whiskies and experiencing what professional
judges go through, iden fying key tastes and smells, deciding on the whisky solely on what your senses tell you. See
how well you can iden fy a whisky before Raj reveals it! Blind tas ng is fun and educa onal! Raj will help you up
your game with iden fying what is in your glass!
Raj was born in England, grew up in Toronto, Canada and so far has lived in 18 cities in 5 countries. After
25 years in the corporate world Raj decided to follow his passions for fine wine and spirits and in 2010
started Purple Valley Imports USA LLC. In 2016 Purple Valley Imports changed their name to Glass
Revolution Imports. The new name reflects their focus to revolutionize what is in the consumer’s glass.
Raj is an avid wine and spirits collector and is WSET (Wine and Spirits Education Trust) Level 3 certified
and a Certified Wine and Spirits Educator. In 8 years Raj and his two partners have grown their company
from representing 1 brand in 3 states to today representing 10 brands in over 45 States. Glass Revolution
is an importer specializing in world class spirits from independent distilleries. Raj personally selects the
brands and selections offered. Glass Revolution were the first to import Single Malt Whiskies from India,
England and Australia, into the USA. Purple Valley Imports has been recognized as “Whisky Importer of
the Year” for 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Whisky Magazine’s Icons of America Whisky. In 2017 Whisky
Magazine recognized Raj as World Whisky Ambassador (Highly Commended) with their American Icon’s
of Whisky. Glass Revolution’s portfoio includes a number of multi-award winning products, including 3
World Whiskies of The Year.

Atlanta Cigar Masterclass
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We are proud to have as one of our sponsors the Smooth Draws Radio Show. They are also our Cigar
Partner in Atlanta! The show is a live, cigar lifestyle, studio broadcast, airing from Noon – 2 PM ET every
Saturday, on ESPN Radio 1230 AM and 106.3 FM in Atlanta. In addition, the show streams live, for those
who live outside the broadcast reach, via their website or Tune In. Every episode is also archived for "on
demand" listening at the SmoothDraws.com website, iTunes, Cigar Dojo, SoundCloud and other radio
apps. The broadcast reach extends far beyond Atlanta, with documented listeners in 44 states and 25
foreign countries. The show is informative, entertaining and upbeat, with a great deal of quality production
content and offering unique segments throughout the two hour broadcast that are unlike any current cigar
lifestyle radio show.
The Smooth Draws Radio Show is hosted by three individuals who’ve embraced the cigar lifestyle for a
combined 65 years – Gary “Doc” Laden, Nick Syris and Will “Cigar Coop” Cooper. They will be providing
the whisky and cigar pairing class at Whiskies of the World. Once you purchase your tickets to the Atlanta
show, you will be given instructions how to sign up for the class!

Whiskies to Talk About
We have so many great whiskies for you to sample at our shows. Every newsletter we like to highlight a few that you can
taste at the next event.

Glenmorangie Scotch Whisky
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Glenmorangie rhymes with orangie! The "16 Men of Tain" crafted this highland whisky into one of the best
selling single malts in the world. And while it may not just be "16 Men" anymore, Glenmorangie is still
beloved not only for their pioneering cask finishes, but for the value and approachability they bring to
every bottle. The Scotches in the core range of Glenmorangie all start with the ten year old, which is aged
in ex-bourbon casks for 10 years. The Lasanta is then given additional finishing time in Sherry casks for 2
years, while the Quinta Ruban finishes for 2 more years in Port Pipes. The Nectar d'Or has 2 additional
years in Sauternes casks. Glenmorangie also creates a special whisky every year for the Private Edition
line. These are limited bottles that are not usually repeated, though occasionally, there will be a
reappearance. One such is a brand new addition to the core range, The Astar, which was a Private
Edition release that was so beloved that Dr. Bill Lumsden was able to recreate it and add it to the core
range starting this fall. This Scotch is a favorite around the world for a reason and you can try it for
yourself at Whiskies of the World in Atlanta!

Heaven Hill Group American Whiskeys

Heaven Hill was started in 1935 as a whiskey distillery by the 5 Shapira brothers. It is still run by the
Shapira family and is the largest family owned and operated distilled spirits company in the US and is the
second largest holder of Bourbon barrels in the US with an excess of 1,000,000 barrels aging in
Kentucky! Though their portfolio includes other spirits besides whiskey, they are most famous for their
American whiskeys, bourbons, and ryes! Their whiskey brands include Bernheim Straight Wheat Whiskey,
Evan Williams, Henry McKenna, Mellow Corn, Pikesville Rye, Elijah Craig, Fighting Cock, Rittenhouse
Rye, Old Fitzgerald, Georgia Moon, Larceny and Parker's Heritage Collection. The master distiller at
Heaven Hill is also a family position - starting with Earl Beam, nephew to Jim Beam, in 1946, through the
father and son team of Parker Beam and Craig Beam who are co-Master Distillers today. Heaven Hill
produces its whiskeys at the Bernheim Distillery. This historic distillery has the designation of being
Kentucky Distilled Spirits Plant #1. There are two Heaven Hill stops on the Kentucky Bourbon trail, The
Heaven Hill Bourbon Heritage Center in Bardstown and The Evan Williams Bourbon Experience in
downtown Louisville. Thankfully you don't have to travel to Kentucky this November to try so many of
these delicious Whiskeys! Just come on out to the Westin Buckhead in Atlanta for Whiskies of the World
and taste some of Kentucky's finest whiskey with us!

Dalton Distilleries Tazaray Sunflower Whiskies

Nestled in the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains, in northwest Georgia, sits the Dalton Distillery.
Charles Raymond Butler Sr., Raymond, always made corn whiskey with malted wheat and sunflower
seeds instead of yeast. His son, Charles Raymond Butler Jr., Chuck, decided to make a spirit mainly from
sunflower seeds. He named it Tazaray, after their Native American heritage (Taza: Warrior) and the spirit
of the sun, but also the distiller himself, Raymond. Using malted sunflower seeds as the primary "grain"
and also malted corn and unmalted sunflower seeds, the spirit is described as having a “unique clean
flavor profile and a hint of nuttiness” on the finish. They do not use yeast, and their grains and seeds are
non GMO. It cannot be called whiskey as sunflower seeds are not considered a grain by the US Tobacco
and Alcohol board. Tazaray is aged either in charred ex-Bourbon barrels or barrels that held red wine,
creating a "white" or "red" version of this unique spirit. In addition to the 2 Tazaray spirits, Dalton Distillery
also sells Raymond Reserve Straight Corn Whiskey and Cinnamon Whiskey. Raymond is the master
distiller and lends his face to the logo of the company! Sure, you can travel to Dalton Georgia to try out
these unique spirits, but you will have more fun coming to Whiskies of the World in Atlanta and trying
them there!

Wild Turkey and Russell's Reserve Whiskeys
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Wild Turkey is arguably one of the most famous names in Bourbon. The distillery was originally called
something else, but when an executive brought some of the whiskey on a Wild Turkey hunt with some
friends, they kept asking him for some of that "Wild Turkey" Bourbon they had had and the name stuck!
The third distiller they hired was a man called Jimmy Russell. He learned his craft from the second master
distiller and the son the first distiller. Jimmy started in 1954 and when he passed the 60th year at the
distillery in 2014, they released a special bourbon to commemorate this called Diamond. Jimmy's son
Eddie started working at the distillery in 1981. Eddie starts learning all he can and eventually is named a
Master Distiller in 2015. This means that Wild Turkey is the only distillery where there is a Father and Son
Master Distiller team. To celebrate Jimmy's 45th year at the distillery, Russell's reserve was launched in
1999. What was a first going to be a limited release become so popular that more expressions have been
released. These are always chosen by Edddie and Jimmy, and are a from deeply charred barrels which
age in the middle of the rickhouse. Wild Turkey and Russell's Reserve are delicious American whiskeys
made by legends in the distilling community.

American Spirit Whiskey ASW Distillery

American Spirit Whiskey is the first whiskey made by ASW Distillery in Georgia. Jim Chasteen and
Charlie Thompson enjoyed different whiskies in college and decided to make their own! They met brewer
Justin Mangitz and began expanding to different types of distilled spirits. They make some spirits at the

facility in Atlanta, but they also source distilled spirits, which they refer to it as "foraged" whiskey. They
take the foraged whiskey and finish it at the distillery. Resurgens Rye is a 100% malted rye and was the
first spirit made at the distillery. They also make apple brandy, made from Georgia apples, and a single
malt whisky, distilled in their Scottish style twin copper pot stills. They offer a wide variety of distillery
tours, so for folks who live in Atlanta, you have an excellent opportunity to too first hand how this Georgia
distillery creates their unique and innovative spirits. Taste them at Whiskies of the World November 4th!

This is just a small sample of the hundreds of whiskies from which you can choose to try at a Whiskies of
the World event. There is something for every taste, and it all comes together in one great evening! Don
your kilts, your dinner jackets and party dresses and come on out for an unforgettable night of whisky!
Cheers,
Douglas Smith
Event Director
Whiskies of the World
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